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“
OUR GREATEST WEAKNESS
LIES IN GIVING UP. THE MOST CERTAIN
WAY TO SUCCEED IS TO TRY JUST
ONE MORE TIME.

– THOMAS EDISON

Did You Know?
81% of people want to write a book;
but fewer than 2% actually do it.
You're about to enter that top 2% of people, the people who actually take action
and achieve their dream of becoming a published author. So, ﬁrst off...

Congratulations on making the decision to invest
ourself and in your dream!
in yourself
I'm so glad you're here!
Let me take a few seconds to introduce myself and my
team so you know who you're working with and who will be
alongside you on this journey to becoming a bestselling author.
My name is Chandler Bolt, and I'm the host of the Self Publishing School podcast &
the author of 6 bestselling books including my most recent book titled “Published.” I'm
also the founder & CEO of Self-Publishing School, the #1 online resource for writing
your ﬁrst book. Our company, Self-Publishing School, made the INC 5000 in 2019
(#1,483) as one of the 5,000 fastest growing private companies in the US. Through my
books, podcast, training videos, and Self-Publishing School, I've helped thousands of
people, just like you, on your journey to writing your ﬁrst book.
As for our team, we have a lively group of high performers, eager to help you on your
journey. Together, we created this workbook and this course, which will take you from no
idea to bestselling author in just a few short months. With that, let's see what's ahead...
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GETTING STARTED!
Welcome to Sell More Books! We’re so glad you’re here. Before you get started, take some
time to go over the instructions on how to use this playbook. Spending a few minutes to
do so will help you get the most out of this course!

HOW TO USE THIS PLAYBOOK
This playbook is designed to supplement the course. To get the full learning
experience, make sure you are going through the course by watching the videos
and reading the content ﬁrst. Once you have an overview of the section you’re
working in, then you can complete the exercises in this guide. If you do not watch
the corresponding videos ﬁrst, it will be difﬁcult to stay on track without feeling
confused.

1

2

3

Watch the
course videos

Complete the
exercises in the guide

Reach out to your
coach & the SPS
community

When you see a gray space like this, it’s time to write!

LET'S GET STARTED!
2

START HERE
Let’s get started! First thing you have to do is to head over to the
website and take our quiz to ﬁnd out which section of this workbook you
should work with - Career Author or Business Builder?

TAKE THE QUIZ AT
SELF-PUBLISHINGSCHOOL.COM/SMBQUIZ

How did it go?

I’m a Career Author!

I’m a Business Builder!

What’s your thoughts about the result?

Now, jump to your section and get started!
Career Author p.5

or
3

Business Builder p.59
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SECTION 1

Career Author
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YOUR STRATEGY: THE RELEASE SCHEDULE
SUCCESSFULLY LAUNCH YOUR BOOK TO GENERATE MORE SALES
Be sure to watch the
course videos for an
in-depth overview of
the launch material!

Building a launch team step-by-step
»

Determine the size of your team

»

Recruit and select your team members

»

Set up how you will communicate with your team

»

Create Welcome Video/Post

»

Determine the team’s assignments and weekly tasks

»

Have fun and thank your team

READY-TO-LAUNCH CHECKLIST
My book is formatted for ebook and print
I include a lead magnet in my book
My launch date is at least 12 weeks away
I have the ﬁnal version of my print and ebook covers
I’m clear on my keywords and categories

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER
Use the following guiding questions to help you decide on your release schedule:
Is this the ﬁrst book you
are launching in the series?

Do you have the next book in
the series written?
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RELEASE SCHEDULE GAMEPLAN
Splash Launch

Staggered Launch

Book 1

Launch date

Book 2

Launch date

Book 3

Launch date

Book 4

Launch date

Book 5

Launch date

Book Launch Checklist

Book 1

Book 2

Draft
Edited
Ebook cover
Paperback cover
Ebook formatted
Paperback formatted
Launch team
Promo
Published
Launched!
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Book 3

Book 4

Book 5

8

STEP 1

Book Foundations

9

“
EVERY MOMENT IS A
FRESH BEGINNING.

– T. S . E L I O T
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BOOK FOUNDATIONS
IDENTIFY YOUR BOOKS FOUNDATION ELEMENTS
Now that you’ve rated your book and
have an idea of where it stands in
comparison to a perennial bestseller,
it’s time to take a closer look at your
book’s foundation.

What makes up your book’s
foundation?
»

Keywords (7 for Kindle and 7 for
paperback when you set them up)

»

Categories (remember, you can be in
10 on Kindle and two for your paperback)

Once you’ve reviewed your foundation, you’ll be able to get clear on
which focus area is right for you.
Without good, solid foundations,
nothing we teach you in this course
will stick!

»

Competition (do you know who they are
and are you keeping an eye on them?)

»

Cover (has it been professionally
designed?)

»

Book description (have you updated it
or changed it?)

»

Marketing pieces (do you have any?)

List the areas of your foundation that are strong: List the areas of your foundation that are weak:

As part of your maintenance process, you’ll review your book foundations every 30, 60, 90 days. At the
back of this playbook, you’ll ﬁnd a checklist to keep track of #allthethings! It’s under the Resources section.
Don’t be discouraged if you ﬁnd that your foundations need work - you can review and refresh any
of the areas that need work in the next sections.
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KEYWORDS REVIEW
Which keywords would your target audience type into
the search bar to ﬁnd your book?
Your goal is to ensure you have a running list of 100 keywords or more for each of your
books. This will help you see which ones provide you with the most results over the next
6-12 months. Be sure to watch the course video to learn how to research your keywords!
7 Kindle Keywords

Keyword To-Dos
Review keywords every 90 days!
Keep a running list of 100 keywords

7 Paperback Keywords

Do I need to update
any keywords?

12

Yes

No

CATEGORIES REVIEW
Which categories would your target audience
search to ﬁnd your book?
Your goal is to ensure you have a running list of 10 categories for your book - yes, you
can list 10 categories in Kindle! This will help your target readers ﬁnd your book easily
in the categories they are checking out. Be sure to watch the course video to learn how to
choose your categories.
Low competition categories

Medium competition categories

High competition categories

Do I need to update any categories?

13

Yes

No

COMPETITION REVIEW
To understand your competition better, let’s do a quick competitive analysis on this page.
This will help you gain an understanding of your competition, and will ensure you’re in the
right categories and keywords. Be sure to watch the course video ﬁrst!
Using Publisher Rocket and your top 5 competitors, ﬁll out this analysis chart.
Competitor

ABSR

Avg. Monthly Sales
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Book Prices

Categories

Once you've analyzed your top 5 competitors, ﬁll out this SWOT chart,
using these guiding questions to help you:
» What do you see as your advantage
over your competitors?
» Are there any opportunities you can
identify to take advantage of?
» Is there anything your competitors are doing that you should be considering?

Strength

Weakness

Opportunities

Threats
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BOOK COVER REVIEW
A bad cover will undo any work you’re about to do
- so don’t skip this step!
Your goal is to review your book cover to ensure it meets the requirements to make it
comparable to other books in your genre. Review the book cover checklist, and determine if your book cover needs to be updated.
BOOK COVER CHECKLIST
Rule of Thirds
Big, Clear, Bold, Easy-to-Read Title
Top to Bottom and Left to Right
Author Name on Bottom
(unless houshold name)
Color Schemes Match

Priorities/areas of focus:

Timeline:
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BOOK DESCRIPTION REVIEW
A great book description is engaging,
and draws your target readers in!
Your goal is to review your book description and see if there are any ways to improve
it. Every time you change your keywords and categories, you should always review your
book description to make sure it’s utilizing (where possible) any of these changes.
BOOK DESCRIPTION CHECKLIST
Add any new keyword changes to my book description.
Remove old keywords that are no longer relevant.
Include any new category changes to my book description.
Refer to new categories in description such as, ”If you like xyz book, you’ll
love this book, too!”
Regularly review book description.
Make sure formatting is consistent.
Add reviews/testimonials to book description
Review other books in my category and make sure my description is in
line with the top 20.
Priorities/areas of focus:

Timeline:
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MARKETING REVIEW
Your goal is to review your book and see if you need to add or update the essential
marketing pieces outlined on this page. Before you move into the various strategies, it’s
important that you make sure you have the correct marketing pieces included within your
book. Watch the course video to learn all about each marketing piece!
FOCUS

ASSETS

30 DAYS

List your marketing piece

What do you need to create
or do for this marketing piece?
Ex: PDF Workbook

LEAD MAGNET/
FREE GIFT

CALL TO
ACTION

VIRALITY

19

60 DAYS

90 DAYS

Write out the tasks you need to complete
each time period to reach your goal.

FOUNDATION GAMEPLAN
Reflection: Previous Foundation
If you previously started some of these efforts, take some time to reﬂect here.
What went well:

What didn’t go went well:

What to keep doing:

What not to keep doing:

Look Ahead: New Foundation
My overall goal for my book foundation is:

I’m most excited about strengthening my foundation because...

Key focus:

Important dates:

Must do:

Things to remember:

20

People to reach out to:

GOALS & ASSETS
On this page, lay out your marketing goals and then determine what assets you’ll need to
reach that goal. This will help you visualize and keep track of all the deliverables you need
in order to accomplish you goal.
GOAL | What I need to achieve

ASSET | What I need to reach my goal

21

90-DAY PLAN
GOALS/FOCUS
List your area of focus
or goal in this column.

Get more
reviews

30 DAYS

60 DAYS

Break down your goals into the tasks that you need to do over
the next 30, 60, and 90 days to make these happen.

» Work with reviewers
to get reviews based
on Amazon best
practices

» Review Book Foundation
review strategies
» Make sure digital version
is in PDF format

S

Repeat for the next
focus area/goal

90 DAYS

M

Remember to keep your
goals SMART!

A
R
T
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Speciﬁc
Measurable
Actionable
Realistic
Timely

» Continue to get more
reviews!
» Book a call with
coach for next steps

Keep the momentum
going by engaging with
the community & celebrating
your wins as you go!

“
GOOD PLANNING
WITHOUT GOOD WORKING
IS NOTHING.

– D W I G H T D. E I S E N H O W E R
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TIME FOR A BRAIN DUMP!
Ideas? Thoughts? Feelings? Now’s the time to get it all out in the space below.
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CHECKPOINT
It’s time to have a call with your coach!
Questions for my coach:

Notes from my call:

What are my next steps?

25
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STEP 2

Launch Strategies
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BOOK RELEASE LAUNCH GAMEPLAN
Reﬂection: Previous Launch
If you previously launched your book, take some time to quickly reﬂect.
What went well:

What didn’t go went well:

What to keep doing:

What not to keep doing:

Look Ahead: Launch/Relaunch
My launch date:

My launch strategy:

I’m most excited about relaunching because...

Key focus:

Important dates:

Must do:

Things to remember:
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People to reach out to:

GOALS & ASSETS
On this page, lay out your overall launch goal. Then determine what assets you’ll need
to reach that goal. Use the example below to get an idea of how to ﬁll this page out. Focus
on your overarching goal, and remember - everyone’s goals will be different according
to what they are wanting to achieve. Your goals are speciﬁc to YOU. If you need help with
this, reach out to your coach!
WHAT AN OVERALL GOAL LOOK LIKE
Do a splash launch of my book and sell 200 copies in ﬁrst two weeks.
Assets Needed to Reach Goal:
Launch team of 100
people

Social Media
Campaign

OVERALL GOAL | What do I need to achieve?

ASSETS | things I’ll need to reach this goal:

29

Get Best Seller
banner

“
DEFINE SUCCESS ON
YOUR OWN TERMS.

– ANNE SWEENEY

30

90-DAY PLAN
On this page, break down your assets from the previous page into areas of focus and
tasks that you need to complete over the next 90 days.
GOALS/FOCUS
List your area of focus
or goal in this column.

Relaunch my book

30 DAYS

60 DAYS

Break down your goals into the tasks that you need to do over
the next 30, 60, and 90 days to make these happen.

» Choose a launch strategy
» Review Training
» Book a call with my coach

» Decide on marketing and
promo activities
» Build launch team
» Book my coaching call

S

Repeat for the next
focus area/goal

90 DAYS

M

Remember to keep your
goals SMART!

A
R
T
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Speciﬁc
Measurable
Actionable
Realistic
Timely

» Draft emails & social
media posts
» Execute launch campaign

Keep the momentum
going by engaging with
the community & celebrating
your wins as you go!

TIME FOR A BRAIN DUMP!
Ideas? Thoughts? Feelings? Now’s the time to get it all out in the space below.
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CHECKPOINT
It’s time to chat with your coach to go over your progress!
Overall Goals/Tasks:

Start

1.
2.
3.
Questions for my coach:

Notes from my call:

What are my next steps?

33

Done

STEP 3

List Building for
Authors

35

EMAIL MARKETING
USE EMAIL MARKETING STRATEGIES TO SELL MORE BOOKS
Best practices

As you move through this section,
you’ll learn how to build your email
list and then what to do with the list
once you have it.
When it comes to utilizing email marketing, there are a few principles to
follow based on your end goal. The
key is to make sure that you are clear
on your goals for having an email list.

»

Deﬁne your goal for email
marketing

»

Set up proper tagging

»

Implement effective
segmentation

MY MAIN GOAL OF BUILDING AN EMAIL LIST IS TO:
Build a relationship with my target
audience to position myself as an
authority/expert in my niche.

Sell my products and services
to my target audience

EMAIL MARKETING STEP BY STEP
1
Start an email list.

2

3

Set up an email nurture
sequence.

Create email
sales funnel.

36

EMAIL GAMEPLAN
Previous Email Marketing
If you previously started email marketing, take some time to reﬂect here.
What went well:

What didn’t go went well:

What to keep doing:

What not to keep doing:

Look Ahead: Email Marketing
My overall email marketing goal is:

I’m most excited about building my email list because...

Key focus:

Important dates:

Must do:

Things to remember:

37

People to reach out to:

GOALS & ASSETS
Focus on three goals for your email list building, then identify why reaching the
goal is important for you. Overall, your goal is to reach a large number of subscribers,
so you’ll want to break that number down into smaller goals, like we’ve done in the goal
boxes below.
GOAL 1

GOAL 2

GOAL 3

I want to reach 100 subscribers.

I want to reach 1,000 subscribers.

I want to reach 10,000 subscribers.

MY WHY
I want

subscribers because

When I have this many subscribers, I will be able to

Assets needed to reach my goal?

38

90-DAY PLAN
GOALS/FOCUS
List your area of focus
or goal in this column.

Add 1,000
subscribers

30 DAYS

60 DAYS

Break down your goals into the tasks that you need to do over
the next 30, 60, and 90 days to make these happen.

» Execute list building
strategies
» Do something every day
» to add subscribers to list

» Review list build training
» Set up email platform
» Book a call with my coach

S

Repeat for the next
focus area/goal

90 DAYS

M

Remember to keep your
goals SMART!

A
R
T
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Speciﬁc
Measurable
Actionable
Realistic
Timely

» Continue list building
strategies
» Use collaboration
» Book call with coach

Keep the momentum
going by engaging with
the community & celebrating
your wins as you go!

TIME FOR A BRAIN DUMP!
Ideas? Thoughts? Feelings? Now’s the time to get it all out in the space below.

CHECKPOINT
It’s time to chat with your coach to go over your progress!
Overall Goals/Tasks:

Start

1.
2.
3.
Questions for my coach:

Notes from my call:

What are my next steps?

41

Done

42

STEP 4

Platform Building:
Author Brand

43

PLATFORM BUILDING: AUTHOR BRAND
BUILD YOUR AUTHOR BRAND TO SELL MORE BOOKS
Some author strategies
we’ll cover in this section:

If you want to ensure long-term
success and grow your list of raving fans, then you need to focus on
building your author platform.
In this section, we’ll focus on certain
strategies that will help you build and
maintain your author brand. Remember to go through the course ﬁrst to
get a solid understanding of the material before jumping into the planning
exercises.

»

Author Websites

»

Content Marketing Plans

»

Social Media Platforms

»

And Much More!

GUIDING QUESTIONS AS YOU BEGIN THIS FOCUS AREA
Do you have a website?

Do you have a blog, or want to start one?

Are you active on any social media platforms?

Are you interested in landing speaking engagements?

44

PLATFORM BUILDING:
AUTHOR BRAND GAMEPLAN
Reflection: Previous Author Brand
If you previously started building your author brand, take some time to reﬂect here.
What went well:

What didn’t go went well:

What to keep doing:

What not to keep doing:

Look Ahead: Future Author Brand
My overall goal for building my author brand is:

I’m most excited about building my brand because...

Areas I need work on:

Key focus:

Important dates:

Must do:

Things to remember:

45

People to reach out to:

GOALS & ASSETS
On this page, lay out your branding goals and then determine what assets you’ll need
to reach that goal. Focus on your top three goals, and remember - everyone’s goals will
be different according to what they are wanting to achieve. Your goals are speciﬁc to YOU.
GOAL | What I need to achieve

ASSET | What I need to reach my goal

If you’re not sure
which goals you should
prioritize, chat with
your coach!

46

90-DAY PLAN
GOALS/FOCUS
List your area of focus
or goal in this column.

Build my
website

30 DAYS

60 DAYS

Break down your goals into the tasks that you need to do over
the next 30, 60, and 90 days to make these happen.

» Review training
» Choose a platform
» Book a call with my coach

» Draft key pages for website
» Connect email platform
» Book a call with coach

S

Repeat for the next
focus area/goal

90 DAYS

M

Remember to keep your
goals SMART!

A
R
T
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Speciﬁc
Measurable
Actionable
Realistic
Timely

» Set up landing pages
» Launch website
» Book a call with my coach

Keep the momentum
going by engaging with
the community & celebrating
your wins as you go!

TIME FOR A BRAIN DUMP!
Ideas? Thoughts? Feelings? Now’s the time to get it all out in the space below.

CHECKPOINT
It’s time to chat with your coach to go over your progress!
Overall Goals/Tasks:

Start

1.
2.
3.
Questions for my coach:

Notes from my call:

What are my next steps?
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Done

50

BONUS

Wide Distribution With
Joanna Penn

51

NOTES

52

NOTES
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GOALS & ASSETS
On this page, lay out your plans for implementing what you’ve learned from our experts.
What goal are you going to focus on ﬁrst? What assets do you need to create or update
to make this happen?
GOAL | What I need to achieve

ASSET | What I need to reach my goal
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90-DAY PLAN
GOALS/FOCUS
List your area of focus
or goal in this column.

Start Wide
Distribution

30 DAYS

60 DAYS

Break down your goals into the tasks that you need to do over
the next 30, 60, and 90 days to make these happen.
» Set up accounts on
platforms
» Upload book(s)
» Update website with
new links

» Choose platforms
» Choose books to start with
» Start formatting process

S

Repeat for the next
focus area/goal

90 DAYS

M

Remember to keep your
goals SMART!

A
R
T
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Speciﬁc
Measurable
Actionable
Realistic
Timely

» Start BookBub ads for
other marketplaces
» Email my list with more
buying options
» Choose next books to do

Keep the momentum
going by engaging with
the community & celebrating
your wins as you go!

TIME FOR A BRAIN DUMP!
Ideas? Thoughts? Feelings? Now’s the time to get it all out in the space below.
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CHECKPOINT
It’s time to chat with your coach to go over your progress!
Overall Goals/Tasks:

Start

1.
2.
3.
Questions for my coach:

Notes from my call:

What are my next steps?

57

Done

58

SECTION 2

Business Builder
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BOOK RELAUNCH STRATEGY
SUCCESSFULLY LAUNCH YOUR BOOK TO GENERATE MORE SALES
Be sure to watch the
course videos for an
in-depth overview of
the launch material!

Building a launch team step-by-step
»

Determine the size of your team

»

Recruit and select your team members

»

Set up how you will communicate with your team

»

Create Welcome Video/Post

»

Determine the team’s assignments and weekly tasks

»

Have fun and thank your team

BUILD YOUR LAUNCH TEAM

READY-TO-LAUNCH CHECKLIST
My book is formatted for ebook and print
I include a lead magnet in my book
My launch date is at least 12 weeks away
I have the ﬁnal version of my print and ebook covers
I’m clear on my keywords and categories

60

BOOK RELAUNCH GAMEPLAN
Staggered Launch

Bestseller List Launch

Free + Shipping Launch

Book 1

Launch date

Book 2

Launch date

Book 3

Launch date

Book 4

Launch date

Book 5

Launch date

Book Launch Checklist

Book 1

Book 2

Draft
Edited
Ebook cover
Paperback cover
Ebook formatted
Paperback formatted
Launch team
Promo
Published
Launched!
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Book 3

Book 4

Book 5

62

STEP 1

Book Foundations

63

“
BEGIN WITH
THE END IN MIND.

– STEPHEN COVEY
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BOOK FOUNDATIONS
IDENTIFY YOUR BOOKS FOUNDATION ELEMENTS
Now that you’ve rated your book and
have an idea of where it stands in
comparison to a perennial bestseller,
it’s time to take a closer look at your
book’s foundation.

What makes up your book’s
foundation?
»

Keywords (7 for Kindle and 7 for
paperback when you set them up)

»

Categories (remember, you can be in
10 on Kindle and two for your paperback)

Once you’ve reviewed your foundation, you’ll be able to get clear on
which focus area is right for you.
Without good, solid foundations,
nothing we teach you in this course
will stick!

»

Competition (do you know who they are
and are you keeping an eye on them?)

»

Cover (has it been professionally
designed?)

»

Book description (have you updated it
or changed it?)

»

Marketing pieces (do you have any?)

List the areas of your foundation that are strong: List the areas of your foundation that are weak:

As part of your maintenance process, you’ll review your book foundations every 30, 60, 90 days. At the
back of this playbook, you’ll ﬁnd a checklist to keep track of #allthethings! It’s under the Resources section.
Don’t be discouraged if you ﬁnd that your foundations need work - you can review and refresh any
of the areas that need work in the next sections.
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KEYWORDS REVIEW
Which keywords would your target audience type into
the search bar to ﬁnd your book?
Your goal is to ensure you have a running list of 100 keywords or more for each of your
books. This will help you see which ones provide you with the most results over the next
6-12 months. Be sure to watch the course video to learn how to research your keywords!
7 Kindle Keywords

Keyword To-Dos
Review keywords every 90 days!
Keep a running list of 100 keywords

7 Paperback Keywords

Do I need to update
any keywords?

66

Yes

No

CATEGORIES REVIEW
Which categories would your target audience
search to ﬁnd your book?
Your goal is to ensure you have a running list of 10 categories for your book - yes, you
can list 10 categories in Kindle! This will help your target readers ﬁnd your book easily
in the categories they are checking out. Be sure to watch the course video to learn how to
choose your categories.
Low competition categories

Medium competition categories

High competition categories

Do I need to update any categories?
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Yes

No

COMPETITION REVIEW
To understand your competition better, let’s do a quick competitive analysis on this page.
This will help you gain an understanding of your competition, and will ensure you’re in the
right categories and keywords. Be sure to watch the course video ﬁrst!
Using Publisher Rocket and your top 5 competitors, ﬁll out this analysis chart.
Competitor

ABSR

Avg. Monthly Sales

68

Book Prices

Categories

Once you've analyzed your top 5 competitors, ﬁll out this SWOT chart,
using these guiding questions to help you:
» What do you see as your advantage
over your competitors?
» Are there any opportunities you can
identify to take advantage of?
» Is there anything your competitors are doing that you should be considering?

Strength

Weakness

Opportunities

Threats
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BOOK COVER REVIEW
A bad cover will undo any work you’re about to do
- so don’t skip this step!
Your goal is to review your book cover to ensure it meets the requirements to make it
comparable to other books in your genre. Review the book cover checklist, and determine if your book cover needs to be updated.
BOOK COVER CHECKLIST
Rule of Thirds
Big, Clear, Bold, Easy-to-Read Title
Top to Bottom and Left to Right
Author Name on Bottom
(unless houshold name)
Color Schemes Match

Priorities/areas of focus:

Timeline:
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BOOK DESCRIPTION REVIEW
A great book description is engaging,
and draws your target readers in!
Your goal is to review your book description and see if there are any ways to improve
it. Every time you change your keywords and categories, you should always review your
book description to make sure it’s utilizing (where possible) any of these changes.
BOOK DESCRIPTION CHECKLIST
Add any new keyword changes to my book description.
Remove old keywords that are no longer relevant.
Include any new category changes to my book description.
Refer to new categories in description such as, ”If you like xyz book, you’ll
love this book, too!”
Regularly review book description.
Make sure formatting is consistent.
Add reviews/testimonials to book description
Review other books in my category and make sure my description is in
line with the top 20.
Priorities/areas of focus:

Timeline:
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MARKETING REVIEW
Your goal is to review your book and see if you need to add or update the essential
marketing pieces outlined on this page. Before you move into the various strategies, it’s
important that you make sure you have the correct marketing pieces included within your
book. Watch the course video to learn all about each marketing piece!
FOCUS

ASSETS

30 DAYS

List your marketing piece

What do you need to create
or do for this marketing piece?
Ex: PDF Workbook

LEAD MAGNET/
FREE GIFT

CALL TO
ACTION

VIRALITY
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60 DAYS

90 DAYS

Write out the tasks you need to complete
each time period to reach your goal.

FOUNDATION GAMEPLAN
Reflection: Previous Foundation
If you previously started some of these efforts, take some time to reﬂect here.
What went well:

What didn’t go went well:

What to keep doing:

What not to keep doing:

Look Ahead: New Foundation
My overall goal for my book foundation is:

I’m most excited about strengthening my foundation because...

Key focus:

Important dates:

Must do:

Things to remember:
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People to reach out to:

GOALS & ASSETS
On this page, lay out your marketing goals and then determine what assets you’ll need to
reach that goal. This will help you visualize and keep track of all the deliverables you need
in order to accomplish you goal.
GOAL | What I need to achieve

ASSET | What I need to reach my goal
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90-DAY PLAN
GOALS/FOCUS
List your area of focus
or goal in this column.

Get more
reviews

30 DAYS

60 DAYS

Break down your goals into the tasks that you need to do over
the next 30, 60, and 90 days to make these happen.

» Work with reviewers
to get reviews based
on Amazon best
practices

» Review Book Foundation
review strategies
» Make sure digital version
is in PDF format

S

Repeat for the next
focus area/goal

90 DAYS

M

Remember to keep your
goals SMART!

A
R
T
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Speciﬁc
Measurable
Actionable
Realistic
Timely

» Continue to get more
reviews!
» Book a call with
coach for next steps

Keep the momentum
going by engaging with
the community & celebrating
your wins as you go!

“
LIFE IS ABOUT
CREATING YOURSELF.

– GEORGE BERNARD SHAW
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TIME FOR A BRAIN DUMP!
Ideas? Thoughts? Feelings? Now’s the time to get it all out in the space below.
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CHECKPOINT
It’s time to have a call with your coach!
Questions for my coach:

Notes from my call:

What are my next steps?
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STEP 2

Launch Strategies
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RELAUNCH GAMEPLAN
Reﬂection: Previous Launch
If you previously launched your book, take some time to quickly reﬂect.
What went well:

What didn’t go went well:

What to keep doing:

What not to keep doing:

Look Ahead: Launch/Relaunch
My launch date:

My launch strategy:

I’m most excited about relaunching because...

Key focus:

Important dates:

Must do:

Things to remember:
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People to reach out to:

GOALS & ASSETS
On this page, lay out your overall launch goal. Then determine what assets you’ll need
to reach that goal. Use the example below to get an idea of how to ﬁll this page out. Focus
on your overarching goal, and remember - everyone’s goals will be different according
to what they are wanting to achieve. Your goals are speciﬁc to YOU. If you need help with
this, reach out to your coach!
WHAT AN OVERALL GOAL LOOKS LIKE:
Do a staggered relaunch of my book and get below 40,000 ABSR.
Assets Needed to Reach Goal:
Launch team of 100 people

AMS and BookBub ads

OVERALL GOAL | What do I need to achieve?

ASSETS | things I’ll need to reach this goal:
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Get Best Seller Banner

“
THE BEST THINGS
IN LIFE ARE CULTIVATED
LITTLE BY LITTLE

– ANON
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90-DAY PLAN
On this page, break down your assets from the previous page into areas of focus and
tasks that you need to complete over the next 90 days.
GOALS/FOCUS
List your area of focus
or goal in this column.

Relaunch my book

30 DAYS

60 DAYS

Break down your goals into the tasks that you need to do over
the next 30, 60, and 90 days to make these happen.

» Choose a launch strategy
» Review Training
» Book a call with my coach

» Decide on marketing and
promo activities
» Build launch team
» Book my coaching call

S

Repeat for the next
focus area/goal

90 DAYS

M

Remember to keep your
goals SMART!

A
R
T
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Speciﬁc
Measurable
Actionable
Realistic
Timely

» Draft emails & social
media posts
» Execute launch campaign

Keep the momentum
going by engaging with
the community & celebrating
your wins as you go!

TIME FOR A BRAIN DUMP!
Ideas? Thoughts? Feelings? Now’s the time to get it all out in the space below.
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CHECKPOINT
It’s time to chat with your coach to go over your progress!
Overall Goals/Tasks:

Start

1.
2.
3.
Questions for my coach:

Notes from my call:

What are my next steps?
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Done

STEP 3

List Building for
Authors

89

EMAIL MARKETING
USE EMAIL MARKETING STRATEGIES TO SELL MORE BOOKS
Best practices

As you move through this section,
you’ll learn how to build your email
list and then what to do with the list
once you have it.
When it comes to utilizing email marketing, there are a few principles to
follow based on your end goal. The
key is to make sure that you are clear
on your goals for having an email list.

»

Deﬁne your goal for email
marketing

»

Set up proper tagging

»

Implement effective
segmentation

MY MAIN GOAL OF BUILDING AN EMAIL LIST IS TO:
Build a relationship with my target
audience to position myself as an
authority/expert in my niche.

Sell my products and services
to my target audience

EMAIL MARKETING STEP BY STEP
1
Start an email list.

2

3

Set up an email nurture
sequence.

Create email
sales funnel.
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EMAIL GAMEPLAN
Previous Email Marketing
If you previously started email marketing, take some time to reﬂect here.
What went well:

What didn’t go went well:

What to keep doing:

What not to keep doing:

Look Ahead: Email Marketing
My overall email marketing goal is:

I’m most excited about building my email list because...

Key focus:

Important dates:

Must do:

Things to remember:
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People to reach out to:

GOALS & ASSETS
Focus on three goals for your email list building, then identify why reaching the
goal is important for you. Overall, your goal is to reach a large number of subscribers,
so you’ll want to break that number down into smaller goals, like we’ve done in the goal
boxes below.
GOAL 1

GOAL 2

GOAL 3

I want to reach 100 subscribers.

I want to reach 1,000 subscribers.

I want to reach 10,000 subscribers.

MY WHY
I want

subscribers because

When I have this many subscribers, I will be able to

Assets needed to reach my goal?
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90-DAY PLAN
GOALS/FOCUS
List your area of focus
or goal in this column.

Add 1,000
subscribers

30 DAYS

60 DAYS

Break down your goals into the tasks that you need to do over
the next 30, 60, and 90 days to make these happen.

» Execute list building
strategies
» Do something every day
» to add subscribers to list

» Review list build training
» Set up email platform
» Book a call with my coach

S

Repeat for the next
focus area/goal

90 DAYS

M

Remember to keep your
goals SMART!

A
R
T
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Speciﬁc
Measurable
Actionable
Realistic
Timely

» Continue list building
strategies
» Use collaboration
» Book call with coach

Keep the momentum
going by engaging with
the community & celebrating
your wins as you go!

TIME FOR A BRAIN DUMP!
Ideas? Thoughts? Feelings? Now’s the time to get it all out in the space below.

CHECKPOINT
It’s time to chat with your coach to go over your progress!
Overall Goals/Tasks:

Start

1.
2.
3.
Questions for my coach:

Notes from my call:

What are my next steps?
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Done
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STEP 4

Platform Building:
Podcast/Inﬂuencer
Outreach
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PLATFORM BUILDING:
PODCAST/INFLUENCER OUTREACH
MASTER THESE OUTREACH STRATEGIES TO SELL MORE BOOKS
If you’re ready to step things up and
create buzz around your book, then
it’s time to master these outreach
strategies.

Some foundational
strategies covered in
this section:

You’re going to master the outreach
process for getting podcast interviews
and reaching out to inﬂuencers to
endorse your book. You’ll ﬁnd everything
you need to know about this process in
your course training module.

»

Using Podcasts

»

Getting Inﬂuencer
Endorsements

»

And More!

100 PODCASTS/INFLUENCERS YOU WANT TO REACH OUT TO
No, not all of them have
to fit into this tiny square,
but it’s a start!

YOU’RE READY FOR THIS SECTION IF...
You completed all the previous steps outlined in the course.
Your book is launched and has hit the bestseller status.
You have chatted with your coach if you’re unsure how to use this section or what area to focus on.
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GOALS & ASSETS
On this page, lay out your marketing goals and then determine what assets you’ll need to
reach that goal. This will help you visualize and keep track of all the deliverables you need
in order to accomplish you goal.
GOAL | What I need to achieve

ASSET | What I need to reach my goal
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90-DAY PLAN
GOALS/FOCUS
List your area of focus
or goal in this column.

Get more
reviews

30 DAYS

60 DAYS

Break down your goals into the tasks that you need to do over
the next 30, 60, and 90 days to make these happen.

» Work with reviewers
to get reviews based
on Amazon best
practices

» Review Book Foundation
review strategies
» Make sure digital version
is in PDF format

S

Repeat for the next
focus area/goal

90 DAYS

M

Remember to keep your
goals SMART!

A
R
T
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Speciﬁc
Measurable
Actionable
Realistic
Timely

» Continue to get more
reviews!
» Book a call with
coach for next steps

Keep the momentum
going by engaging with
the community & celebrating
your wins as you go!

“
DO OR DO NOT.
THERE IS NO TRY.

– YODA
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TIME FOR A BRAIN DUMP!
Ideas? Thoughts? Feelings? Now’s the time to get it all out in the space below.
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CHECKPOINT
It’s time to have a call with your coach!
Questions for my coach:

Notes from my call:

What are my next steps?
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BONUS

Hal Elrod 100,000
Copies Sold

105

NOTES

106

NOTES
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GOALS & ASSETS
On this page, lay out your plans for implementing what you’ve learned from our experts.
What goal are you going to focus on ﬁrst? What assets do you need to create or update
to make this happen?
GOAL | What I need to achieve

ASSET | What I need to reach my goal
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90-DAY PLAN
GOALS/FOCUS
List your area of focus
or goal in this column.

Start Wide
Distribution

30 DAYS

60 DAYS

Break down your goals into the tasks that you need to do over
the next 30, 60, and 90 days to make these happen.
» Set up accounts on
platforms
» Upload book(s)
» Update website with
new links

» Choose platforms
» Choose books to start with
» Start formatting process

S

Repeat for the next
focus area/goal

90 DAYS

M

Remember to keep your
goals SMART!

A
R
T
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Speciﬁc
Measurable
Actionable
Realistic
Timely

» Start BookBub ads for
other marketplaces
» Email my list with more
buying options
» Choose next books to do

Keep the momentum
going by engaging with
the community & celebrating
your wins as you go!

TIME FOR A BRAIN DUMP!
Ideas? Thoughts? Feelings? Now’s the time to get it all out in the space below.
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CHECKPOINT
It’s time to chat with your coach to go over your progress!
Overall Goals/Tasks:

Start

1.
2.
3.
Questions for my coach:

Notes from my call:

What are my next steps?
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Done

“
HAPPINESS LIES IN
THE JOY OF ACHIEVEMENT
AND THE THRILL OF
CREATIVE EFFORT.

– F R A N K L I N D. R O O S E V E LT
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RESOURCES

Checklists, notes
& more
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BOOK BUSINESS
CHECKLIST
MONTHLY
Check your keyword rankings
Check your category rankings
Review your reviews, but DO NOT respond to negative ones
unless they are defamatory, then contact Amazon!
Check your website for updates and maintenance
Review your email subscribers — have they heard from you this
month at least once?
Review any evergreen ads you have in place on AMS, BookBub,
Facebook, etc

QUARTERLY
Check your book on all platforms. Does the preview/look inside still look ok?
Check to make sure all the links in your book are still working and pointing to
the right sites
Check external links on your website to ensure none are broken
Check your top 5 performing blog posts. Do they mention your book(s)?
Add a hyperlink to your book(s) and/or any of your paid products. Do they need
updating? Google loves fresh content!
Check all your landing pages and opt-in forms are working
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Change the password on your accounts or implement something like LastPass
Check access shared with other people — do they still need access?
Review your online subscriptions — do you still need them?
Review your trafﬁc sources to your website — adjust where necessary and
increase best performing channels
Review your content marketing plan and plan out the next 90 days
Review your social media proﬁles and email signature and update as needed
Review your planned promotions for the next 90 days around your book(s)

YEARLY
Review and update your copyright notice on your website and inside your book(s)
Review and update legal terms on your website (privacy, terms and conditions, etc)
Review your book business. What went well, what didn’t go well?
Does your author bio need updating?
Review your website domains that need renewing
What’s your plan for the following year? What goals do you want to achieve?
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WHAT IS YOUR NEXT STEP?
We’d love to see you continue your author journey with SPS!

How to build your course and
get your ﬁrst 10 sales!

Land your ﬁrst
5 PR/Speaking gigs!

Write and publish a story that
people want to hear!

Become an authority. Create your offer.
Launch your business.

All SPS Programs come with:

Course

Community

Group Coaching

1-on-1 Coaching

Visit: self-publishingschool.com/programs

Chat Support
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NOTES
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NOTES
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NOTES
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NOTES
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NOTES
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NOTES
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
CO U R SE WEBSITE

students.self-publishingschool.com

USER NA ME
PAS SWO RD
G R O UP COACH IN G

self-publishingschool.com/groupcalls

H EL P CE N TER

self-publishingschool.com/answers

MY COACHING CALLS
TIM E

DATE

ST R ATEGY CALL
COACH I NG CAL L 1
COACH I N G CAL L 2
COACH I N G CAL L 3
COACH I N G CAL L 4
COACH I N G CAL L 5
COACH I N G CAL L 6
COACH I N G CAL L 7
G R A D UATION CALL
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COMPLE TE

Are you ready to share your
book with the world?
Self-Publishing School has worked with over 4,527 students
in 65+ countries around the world. No matter where you live,
you have a story to share with the world. We're here to help
you share it.

Self-Publishing School

